SET LIST:  Part 1: Going Places

1. OLD FUN  2. THE WOODLAND WAY  3. WANDER ON  4. ECHOPLEX, HELLO  5. BLUE BASKET  6. CHNAM TMEI MORK DOL HAOY

7. ROS SEREYSOTHEA UNKNOWN #1  8. ROS SEREYSOTHEA UNKNOWN #2  Part 3: Climb Away

9. IN WITH SINK  10. SECRET ONSET  11. ANGKOR SUNSET  12. CLIMB AWAY

All songs written by Martin Zimmerman except for #5 (unknown Cambodian musician), #6 & #7 by Sereythea, and #9 & #11 by Siamouth. Vol. 4. ('In With Sinn') is the Cambodia Re-arrangement Interpretation by Zimmerman. The lyrics of which were reconstructed in English. All footage shot and/or found by Martin and Nick Zimmerman in Vermont, Utah, New York, Cambodia, and Japan. Sereythea and Siamouth, both icons of Cambodian pop from 1953-1975, were 50s boys among the musicians, artists and intellectuals executed by the Khmer Rouge regime under Pol Pot. Authentic details surround their lives and fate. Their relatively unknown, Siamouth and Sereythea's tragic murder of recordings have mostly survived to this day. Despite the fact that many Khmer records, films and tapes during the reign of Pol Pot, the soul and attitude of the music remains alive. The overall material on this set was written over the last year, most of which is loosely based on the wandering spirit that exists somewhere in #5 all.